A Grand Gender Convergence: Its Last Chapter

By Claudia Goldin

The converging roles of men and women are among the grandest advances in society and the economy in the last century. These aspects of the grand gender convergence are figurative chapters in a history of gender roles. But what must the “last” chapter contain for there to be equality in the labor market? The answer may come as a surprise. The solution does not (necessarily) have to involve government intervention and it need not make men more responsible in the home (although that wouldn’t hurt). But it must involve changes in the labor market, especially how jobs are structured and remunerated to enhance temporal flexibility. The gender gap in pay would be considerably reduced and might vanish altogether if firms did not have an incentive to disproportionately reward individuals who labored long hours and worked particular hours. Such change has taken off in various sectors, such as technology, science, and health, but is less apparent in the corporate, financial, and legal worlds. (JEL J3, J16, J22, J24, J31, J33, N3)

I. Converging Roles

Of the many advances in society and the economy in the last century, the converging roles of men and women are among the grandest. A narrowing has occurred between men and women in labor force participation, paid hours of work, hours of work at home, life-time labor force experience, occupations, college majors, and education, where there has been an overtaking by females. And there has also been convergence in earnings, on which this essay will focus. Although my evidence is for the United States, the themes developed here are more broadly applicable.
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These parts of the grand gender convergence occupy various metaphorical chapters in the history of gender roles in the economy and society. But what must be in the “last” chapter for there to be real equality?

The answer may come as a surprise. The solution does not (necessarily) have to involve government intervention. It does not have to improve women’s bargaining skills and desire to compete. And it does not necessarily have to make men more responsible in the home (although that wouldn’t hurt). But it must involve alterations in the labor market, in particular changing how jobs are structured and remunerated to enhance temporal flexibility. The gender gap in pay would be considerably reduced and might even vanish if firms did not have an incentive to disproportionately reward individuals who worked long hours and who worked particular hours. Such change has already occurred in various sectors, but not in enough.

Before I discuss what is needed to close the gender gap and what must be in the last chapter, I should first discuss what is contained in the preceding figurative chapters. That will set the stage for the detective work necessary to uncover what the last chapter must contain.

The preceding metaphorical chapters unfolded across at least the last century. Narrowing occurred in a host of economic areas. Changes in labor force participation and the reasons for the changes were discussed in my Ely Lecture (Goldin 2006). A grand convergence occurred in labor force participation for adult women from the early twentieth century to more recently. But a plateau in participation has emerged for US women in most age groups, even for college graduate women, since around the 1990s. The plateau may be related to the relative earnings issues that I will soon discuss. If certain women are disadvantaged in the labor market their participation will be stymied.²

Lifetime job experience rose along with labor force participation. Years of education for women increased more than it did for men and it changed in content for secondary and college education toward more investment-oriented and fewer consumption-oriented courses and concentrations. Professional and graduate program enrollment increased for women so that about half of all law and medical enrollments today are women, and women lead men in fields such as the biological sciences, pharmacy, optometry, and veterinary medicine.

Women, particularly college graduates, increased their desire to attain “career and family.”³ Hours of work for women increased in the market and decreased in the home relative to those of men. Female earnings rose relative to males in an era that saw women “swimming against the tide” of generally rising income inequality.⁴ Thus the various metaphorical chapters that precede the “last” chapter explored here are those of a grand gender convergence.

Convergence in some economic outcomes has also occurred within various groups of women. Until the 1970s most non-employed adult women had not been in the workforce since they were first married or since having their first child. Currently

²The labor force participation plateau is also related to government policies regarding the length of family leave job protections. See Blau and Kahn (2013).
³The history of the goal and achievement of career and family is discussed in Goldin (2004, 2006).
⁴On trends in the gender pay gap, in particular the narrowing in the 1980s and 1990s, see Blau and Kahn (1997, 2000, 2006a).
employed women, however, had worked most years since leaving school. With increased labor market participation women were no longer divided as much along the lines of currently or not currently employed.

II. Gender Gaps in Earnings over the Life-Cycle and by Occupation

Even though there are many ways to measure the degree of gender equality in the economy, the one that stands out is earnings, particularly earnings per unit time or the wage. Because relative earnings often signify how individuals are valued socially and economically, earnings ratios between men and women have been banners for social movements. The mantra of the women’s movement in the 1970s was “59 cents on the dollar” and a more recent crusade for pay equality has adopted “77 cents on the dollar.”

The wage is also a summary statistic for an individual’s education, training, prior labor force experience, and expected future participation. The gender gap in wages is a summary statistic for gender differences in work. For a long time the gender gap in wages has been viewed as summarizing human capital differences between men’s and women’s productivity as well as differential treatment of men and women in the labor market. As the grand gender convergence has proceeded, underlying differences between the human capital capabilities of women and men have been vastly reduced and in many cases eliminated.

What do we know about how much of the difference between male and female wages is due to differential treatment in the labor market and how much to differences in productive characteristics? That question has been addressed by many and I will briefly summarize the findings and provide further comment.

Most of the gender wage gap studies have produced estimates of an “explained” and a “residual” portion. The “residual” is often termed “wage discrimination” since it is the difference in earnings between observationally identical males and females.

The explained portion of the gender wage gap decreased over time as human capital investments between men and women converged. Differences in years of education, in the content of college and in accumulated labor market experience narrowed. In consequence, the residual portion of the gap rose relative to the explained portion.

But what can explain the residual portion of the gap that now remains? There are many contenders. Some would claim that earnings differences for the same position are due to actual discrimination. To others it is due to women’s lower ability

5 Data on “heterogeneity” and “homogeneity” of labor force participation are in Goldin (1989). Wage inequality, however, has risen within the group of employed women since the 1980s as it has for men.
6 Altonji and Blank (1999) present a standard treatment and find (table 4) that the gender gap in CPS data for 1979 was larger than for 1995 and that a larger fraction was explained by human capital variables.
7 Estimates of the explained and residual portions can be found in Blau and Kahn (2006b) and O’Neill and Polachek (1993), who put considerable emphasis on the increase in job market experience for the narrowing of the gender wage gap in the 1980s. Mulligan and Rubinstein (2008), however, claim that changes in selection were responsible.
8 According to Blau and Kahn (2006b, table 3) who use the PSID, the raw gender gap in earnings for full-time employed workers was 0.459 in 1979 and 0.227 in 1998. Human capital factors explain 24.6 percent of the raw gender pay gap in 1979 but just 7.93 percent of the gap in 1998.
to bargain and their lesser desire to compete. Still others blame it on differential employer promotion standards due to gender differences in the probability of leaving.

The existing explanations for the residual gender pay gap regarding how women compete and bargain relative to men have some merit. But they do not explain why different amounts of time out of the labor force and different numbers of hours worked per day or per week have a large effect on the time-adjusted earnings in some occupations but not in others. They do not explicate why some positions have a highly nonlinear (convex) pay structure with regard to hours worked and some are almost perfectly linear.

The alternative reasons for the residual gender pay gap do not help illuminate why earnings differences by sex expand so greatly with age. They also do not explain why women without children generally have higher earnings than women with children and why the former’s earnings are almost equal to those of comparable men.

A better answer, I will demonstrate, can be found in an application of personnel economics. The explanation will rely on labor market equilibrium with compensating differentials and endogenous job design.

As women have increased their productivity enhancing characteristics and as they “look” more like men, the human capital part of the wage difference has been squeezed out. What remains is largely how firms reward individuals who differ in their desire for various amenities. These amenities are various aspects of workplace flexibility. Workplace flexibility is a complicated, multidimensional concept. The term incorporates the number of hours to be worked and also the particular hours worked, being “on call,” providing “face time,” being around for clients, group meetings, and the like. Because these idiosyncratic temporal demands are generally more important for the highly-educated workers, I will emphasize the college educated and occupations at the higher end of the earnings distribution.

Jobs for which bargaining and competing matter the most, I will demonstrate, are also positions that have the greatest nonlinearities (meaning convexity) of pay with respect to time worked. Field and laboratory experiments often show that women shy away from competition. But these experiments do not consider the types of jobs that reward competition the most. Often those are winner-take-all positions, such as partner in a firm, tenured professor at a university, or top manager. These are also positions for which considerable work hours leads to a higher chance of obtaining the reward, and it is often the case that hours alone get rewarded. Persistence in these positions and continuous time on the job probably matters far more to one’s success than a desire and ability to compete.

---


10 Lazear and Rosen (1990) assume narrowly defined occupations in which there should be no gender gap but they generate one based on different preferences for employment discontinuity between women and men. Employers have higher ability standards for promoting women than men.

11 As used here, the term “nonlinear” means convex.

12 A large literature on the “child earnings penalty” exists. See, for example, Waldfogel (1998).

13 For a modern version of the field of personnel economics see Lazear (1995).

14 For a description of many field and laboratory experiments see Gneezy and List (2013).
But I have gotten ahead of myself. Let us first look at the evolution of gender gaps in earnings over the life-cycle and differences by occupation. These hold clues to what must be in the last chapter for it to be the finale of the grand gender convergence.

A. In the Aggregate and over the Life-Cycle

The ratio of mean annual earnings between male and female workers (full-time, full-year, 25 to 69 years) was 0.72 in 2010 and that of the medians was 0.77. The ratio of the medians for the same group was 0.74 in 2000 but 0.56 in 1980. These aggregate ratios have been somewhat sticky for the last ten years or so after greatly increasing in the preceding decades, especially in the 1980s. The same is true looking only at college graduates, for whom the ratios are lower—0.65 in 2010 for the means and 0.72 for the medians, about the same as it was in 2000. Interestingly, across the past decade the gender pay gap has narrowed within almost all age groups even though the aggregate has not budged as much. How can that be?

The answer concerns what happens to the gender gap over the life-cycle. The ratio of female to male earnings greatly decreases for some time as cohorts age. It is lower for individuals in their forties compared with the same individuals in their twenties. And because the baby boom is still working its way through the population, the aggregate ratio can be fairly stable even though the underlying components are actually increasing.

One way to see change in the earnings gender gap by age is to construct synthetic birth cohorts, as shown in Figure 1, part A for college graduate men and women working full-time, full-year and in Figure 1, part B for college graduates with controls for hours, weeks, and further education. The data used are from the US Census and the American Community Survey (ACS) for the years from 1970 to 2010.

The most obvious and important findings from these depictions are that each cohort has a higher ratio of female to male earnings than the preceding one and that the ratio is closer to parity for younger individuals than it is for older individuals, at least up to some age. One part of the story of the preceding metaphorical chapters is that there have been large gains in the earnings of women relative to men. An important clue to what it will take to create gender equality in earnings is that something happens that decreases women’s earnings relative to those of men as they age.

Men and women begin their employment with earnings that are fairly similar, both for full-time year-round workers and for all workers with controls for hours and weeks. In the case of the latter group, relative earnings are in the 90 percent range for the most recent cohorts even without any other controls. But these ratios soon decline and in some cases plummet to below the 70 percent level.

15 Full-time, full-year means 35 hours or more per week and 40 weeks or more per year, throughout this piece. The sample excludes earnings outliers (see notes to Figure 1) and members of the armed forces. The 2010 ratios are an average for 2009 to 2011 from the American Community Survey micro-data. Those for 1980 and 2000 are computed from the U.S. Census micro-data.

16 The synthetic cohort ratios are derived from a set of cross-section regressions on white, native-born, non-military full-time, full-year workers. See the notes to Figure 1. Manning and Swaffield (2008) find similar results using British longitudinal and cross-section data.
Figure 1. Relative Earnings of (Full-Time, Full-Year) College Graduate Men and Women for Synthetic Cohorts: Born 1923 to 1978

Notes: Sample consists of full-time (35+ hours), full-year (40+ weeks), college-graduate (16+ years of schooling), men and women (white, native-born, non-military, 25 to 69 years old), using trimmed annual earnings data (exceeding 1,400 hours × 0.5 × 2009 minimum wage) corrected for income truncation (top-coded values × 1.5). Part B contains controls for education beyond 16 years, log hours, and log weeks. Age is entered in five-year intervals with an interaction with female. In each graph the lines connect the coefficients on the five-year intervals for each birth cohort.

Interestingly, in most cases the ratio increases again when individuals are in their forties (for the most recent of the cohorts to be old enough to be in that age bracket). Why it increases is beyond the scope of the present work. It would appear to be less a function of selection since in most cases the women who left would be drawn disproportionately from the lower part of the earnings distribution and those returning would presumably be the same individuals with less accumulated human capital. If anything, the function should increase and then decrease.

The main conclusion from the aggregate earnings gender gaps is that the difference in earnings by sex greatly increases during the first several decades of working life. That conclusion will be reaffirmed by the findings of studies of several highly specific occupations for which the training for both men and women is identical. The two degrees are MBA and JD. The data for these occupations, moreover, is longitudinal (or retrospective) thereby containing actual cohorts, not synthetic ones. In addition, the data contains detailed productivity-related characteristics.

### B. By Occupation

*Within versus Between Occupation Differences by Gender.*—Another important clue concerning what the last chapter must contain arises from the fact that the majority of the current earnings gap comes from within occupation differences in earnings rather than from between occupation differences. What happens within each occupation is far more important than the occupations in which women wind up.

The fact can be demonstrated several ways. One is by observing the coefficient on female in a log earnings regression when a full set of three-digit occupation dummies are added. Table 1 gives the results for four samples from the 2009 to 2011 ACS: two for all education groups and two limited to college (BA) graduates. For each of these samples, one version is for all workers and one is for those working full-time, full-year. All regressions include age as a quartic, race, and year. Measures of time worked (log hours, log weeks) and education levels (above college for the college graduates) are successively added. Occupation dummies (three-digit level) are included in the most complete specification.

Absorbing the effect of all occupations decreases the coefficient on female by no more than one-third. Take the case of college graduates working full-time, full-year (“full-time, BA”). The female coefficient is \(-0.285\) (a ratio of 0.752) with no additional variables. Adding log hours and log weeks reduces the coefficient to \(-0.230\) (0.795). Absorbing all occupations reduces the coefficient on female to \(-0.163\) (0.850), or almost 30 percent of the distance to equality. In the case of all education groups, the inclusion of all occupations decreases the gap by somewhat less. For the full-time, full-year sample that includes the education variables, the gap decreases from \(-0.247\) (0.781) to \(-0.192\) (0.825) or by just 22 percent.

Another way to measure the effect of occupation is to ask what would happen to the aggregate gender gap if one equalized earnings by gender within each occupation or, instead, evened their proportions for each occupation. The answer is that equalizing earnings within each occupation matters far more than equalizing the proportions by each occupation. The precise results of the exercise will depend on the choice of weights.
Taking the case of gender gaps by occupation for college graduates (full-time, full-year), the aggregate gap is 0.323 log points. Of that difference, 68 percent is due to the within gap and 32 percent to the between gap when the male weights and the female earnings are used. If the opposite is used (the female weights and male earnings) 58 percent is due to the within gap and 42 percent to the between.

The main takeaway is that what is going on within occupations—even when there are 469 of them as in the case of the Census and ACS—is far more important to the gender gap in earnings than is the distribution of men and women by occupations. That is an extremely useful clue to what must be in the last chapter. If earnings gaps within occupations are more important than the distribution of individuals by occupations then looking at specific occupations should provide further evidence on how to equalize earnings by gender. Furthermore, it means that changing the gender mix of occupations will not do the trick.

**Table 1—Residual Gender Differences in Earnings and the Role of Occupation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Variables included</th>
<th>Coefficient on female</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full-time Basic</td>
<td>−0.248</td>
<td>0.00101</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time Basic, time</td>
<td>−0.193</td>
<td>0.00100</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time Basic, time, education</td>
<td>−0.247</td>
<td>0.000905</td>
<td>0.339</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time Basic, time, education, occupation</td>
<td>−0.192</td>
<td>0.00104</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Basic</td>
<td>−0.320</td>
<td>0.00105</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Basic, time</td>
<td>−0.196</td>
<td>0.000925</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Basic, time, education</td>
<td>−0.245</td>
<td>0.000847</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Basic, time, education, occupation</td>
<td>−0.191</td>
<td>0.000963</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time, BA Basic</td>
<td>−0.285</td>
<td>0.00159</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time, BA Basic, time</td>
<td>−0.230</td>
<td>0.00158</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time, BA Basic, time, education</td>
<td>−0.233</td>
<td>0.00155</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time, BA Basic, time, education, occupation</td>
<td>−0.163</td>
<td>0.00158</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All, BA Basic</td>
<td>−0.384</td>
<td>0.00173</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All, BA Basic, time</td>
<td>−0.227</td>
<td>0.00151</td>
<td>0.380</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All, BA Basic, time, education</td>
<td>−0.229</td>
<td>0.00148</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All, BA Basic, time, education, occupation</td>
<td>−0.163</td>
<td>0.00151</td>
<td>0.525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes:* “Basic” regression is the log of annual earnings regressed on the female dummy, age as a quartic, race, and year. “Time” adds log hours per week and log weeks. “Education” adds dummies for education categories (and those above a BA for the college graduate sample). “Occupation” adds three-digit occupation dummies. “Full-time” is 35 and above hours per week and 40 and above weeks per year. “All” includes workers 25 to 64 years old with positive earnings and positive hours worked during the past year. The “full-time” sample consists of full-time, full-year individuals 25 to 64 years old excluding those in the military using trimmed annual earnings data (exceeding 1,400 hours $\times$ 0.5 $\times$ 2009 minimum wage). The “BA” sample includes workers with at least a college or university bachelor’s degree. The number of observations is 2,603,968 for full-time, 3,291,168 for all, 964,705 for full-time BA or more, and 1,162,638 for all BA or more.

*Source:* American Community Survey 2009 to 2011.

**Gender Differences in Pay for High-Earning Occupations.**—To further understand differences by occupations, I estimate log earnings equations using the 2009 to 2011 ACS including various observables, such as a quartic in age, education dummies, race, years, log hours, and log weeks. The regression also includes occupation dummies, a female dummy, and an interaction of occupation and female. Three versions of the residual gender difference by occupation have been graphed.
in Figure 2. Each is for full-time, full-year workers. Part A gives the whole sample; part B is for only college graduates; and part C includes only “young” (less than 45 years old) workers.

The graphs give the coefficients for approximately the top 95 occupations ranked by male (wage and business) income. I have graphed only the top occupations because they are more easily grouped by occupation type.\textsuperscript{17} In addition, they include a large fraction of all college graduate workers: 61 percent of all college graduate men and 45 percent of all college graduate women are in the top group depicted in Figure 2 using the full-time, full-year college sample.\textsuperscript{18}

\textsuperscript{17} Another reason to focus on top earners is that they comprise the bulk of professional service workers (see Briscoe 2007) for whom the framework to be developed here is most relevant.

\textsuperscript{18} A smaller fraction of women than men is included because elementary and secondary school teachers are just below the income cutoff. Little would change in the analysis if the income cutoff was lowered. Note that for all workers there is a very weak positive relationship between the (residual) gender pay gap and earnings for all occupations ($\rho = +0.057$) and a weak negative relationship ($\rho = -0.16$) for the college graduate group (in both cases for occupations with more than 25 men and more than 25 women).
Part B. Full-time, full-year college graduates (BA) for the approximately 95 highest (male) income occupations

Part C. Full-time, full-year less than 45 years old for the approximately 95 highest (male) income occupations

Figure 2B

Figure 2C
The findings gleaned from each of the graphs are similar although the levels are a bit different. In almost all cases the coefficient on female for each of the occupations is negative. That should not come as a surprise since it is a reflection of the lower earnings women receive relative to men in almost all occupations. If the individual’s past employment history was included, as it will be for specific occupations presented later, the coefficients would be considerably smaller. Presented as in Figure 2, the coefficients give the raw gender gap in pay adjusted for age, education and time worked.

One way to think about the coefficient is that it is the penalty to being a woman relative to a man of equal education and age, given hours and weeks of work for each of the occupations. But why should the penalty differ so greatly by occupation, even for occupations that are high paying?

Each of the occupations has been categorized into one of five sectors: Business, Health, Science, Technology, and a miscellaneous group called “Other.” Although the categorization is generally clear (e.g., engineers in Technology; physicians in Health), occupation descriptions and groupings of the occupations in O*Net were used for less obvious cases.\textsuperscript{19} The list of occupations by category is given in online Appendix Table A1.

\textsuperscript{19} The Department of Labor’s Occupational Information Network (O*Net) is the successor to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT), which was first published by the Department of Labor in 1938 and last updated in 1991.
The clear finding is that the occupations grouped as Business have the largest negative coefficients and that occupations grouped as Technology and Science have the smallest ones. That is, given age and time worked residual differences for Business occupations are large and residual differences in Technology and Science are small. In fact, for the “young” group (less than 45 years old) some Technology and Science occupations have positive coefficients.20

For the full-time, full-year sample including log hours, log weeks, and education in years (in addition to the basic set of variables), the residual difference for the Business occupations is $-0.240$ and the residual difference for the Technology and Science occupations combined is $-0.114$. For the sample of college graduates, the differences are $-0.227$ for Business and $-0.102$ for Science and Technology. Residual differences for the Health and Other groups are heterogeneous.21

These residual differences by occupation provide another important clue about what must be in the last chapter for there to be gender equality. If one can isolate the features of occupations that have high and low residual differences by gender one can figure out what factors make for more equal pay. But before I explore the reasons for these differences I must address the possibility that the coefficients for some of the occupations, in particular the “technology” occupations in which there are relatively few women, are largely driven by selection. My answer will be that selection is not the dominant reason for the small penalty to being a woman working in the technology and science fields.

Potential Biases: Technology Occupations.—The fact that individuals in the technology occupations have among the lowest residual gender gaps may be greeted with some skepticism. These are not occupations in which women are a large fraction and the fields of training for many of them are also not those in which women are abundant. Perhaps the finding is due to selection: the best men and the worst women could leave technology occupations after a brief tenure. The men who leave could begin their own businesses and have titles like CEO and the women who leave could become science teachers. These individuals would not show up in the technology occupations. Another issue is whether the low gender gaps in recent data are because of the industries in which these individuals are hired rather than something about the technology occupations.

I use the National Survey of College Graduates, 2003 (NSCG03) to explore if women with technology degrees have different labor force participation rates than those of other college graduate women. The answer is that they do not have lower participation rates given age (entered as a quartic). In fact, women with BAs or higher degrees in technology fields have somewhat greater participation than other women.22 One reason for their slightly higher participation is that having young children (less than two years old) reduces participation for all college graduate women but there is a lesser impact on those with technology degrees. “Tech” appears to enable women to work part-time or to work more flexibly.

20 All but one coefficient has a $t$-statistic exceeding 2.8.
21 These averages are for the 95 occupations for which the groupings are identified and are weighted by the number of individuals in each of the occupations.
22 All of these results hold if technology field is defined as a BA field rather than including MA and PhD fields. Women with degrees in technology fields have a 2 percentage point higher participation rate.
Does the smaller gender gap result mainly from the characteristics of the technology occupations or from the features of the industries of the technology employees? The answer is that it results far more from the occupation than from the industry. To examine whether industry is the locus of greater gender equality rather than occupation I create a variable measuring the fraction of the industry’s workforce in one of the identified technology occupations.

To see whether the industry of the technology workers matters, a log earnings regression is estimated similar to the previous ones but is limited to individuals in one of the technology occupations. I add a variable measuring the fraction of the industry workforce in technology (see online Appendix Table A2). Some industries, such as “computer systems design,” have a large fraction of their workers in technology occupations (around 60 percent) whereas others, such as “motor vehicle manufacturing,” are moderate (around 12 percent) and still others are very low. Engineers and information technology workers are hired in almost all industries. The technology industry variable is also interacted with female.

The results are that technology workers in industries with more technology workers earn considerably more than workers in other industries, even with occupation fixed effects. But women do not earn disproportionately more than men within the technology industries. The bottom line is that technology occupations and not technology industries more generally are associated with greater gender equality in earnings.

III. A Personnel Economics Theory of Occupational Pay Differences

A. Micro-foundations of Compensating Differentials

Residual differences by occupation in earnings by gender, I will demonstrate, are largely due to the value placed on the hours and job continuity of workers, including the self-employed. Individuals in some occupations work 70 hours a week and receive far more than twice the earnings of those who work 35 hours a week. But in other occupations they do not. Some occupations exhibit linearity with respect to time worked whereas others exhibit nonlinearity (convexity). When earnings are linear with respect to time worked the gender gap is low; when there is nonlinearity the gender gap is higher.

Total hours worked are generally a good metric for time on the job. But often what counts are the particular hours worked. The employee who is around when others are as well may be rewarded more than the employee who leaves at 11 AM for two hours

---

23 The results are robust to using the entire sample of occupations and comparing technology workers to all workers and they are also robust to using other measures of technology industries.

24 The model described here contains similarities to that in Mincer and Polachek (1974) and Polachek (1981) in the concern with choice among occupations that depends on expected time employed. The difference is that the Mincer-Polachek sorting depends on differential skill depreciation by occupation whereas my model rests on differences in the productive efficiency of individuals who work for different amounts of time. A recent version of these notions is in Adda, Dustmann, and Stevens (2011) who analyze data for non-college women in apprenticeship training programs.

25 Many others have explored the earnings consequences of working lower hours. On physicians, see Sasser (2005) who also uses a compensating differentials framework. Still other researchers have asked whether firms offer an inefficiently small number of low-hour jobs and use high hour jobs to screen. See Gicheva (2013), Landers, Rebitzer, and Taylor (1996), and Rebitzer and Taylor (1995).
but is hard at work for two additional hours in the evening. Even the self-employed may have nonlinear earnings because they cannot fully delegate responsibility.

Gender differences in earnings across occupations and occupational groups substantially concern job flexibility and continuity. By job flexibility I mean a multitude of temporal matters including the number of hours, precise times, predictability and ability to schedule one’s own hours.

I will now provide some micro-foundations for the notion that nonlinear pay with respect to hours worked is responsible for the majority of the residual differences observed in earnings by gender. These notions are the micro-foundations underlying the compensating differentials model of pay with respect to the amenity “job-flexibility.”

In many workplaces employees meet with clients and accumulate knowledge about them. If an employee is unavailable and communicating the information to another employee is costly, the value of the individual to the firm will decline. Equivalently, employees often gain from interacting with each other in meetings or through random exchanges. If an employee is not around that individual will be excluded from the information conveyed during these interactions and has lower value unless the information can be fully transferred in a low cost manner.

The point is quite simple. Whenever an employee does not have a perfect substitute nonlinearities can arise. When there are perfect substitutes for particular workers and zero transactions costs, there is never a premium in earnings with respect to the number or the timing of hours. If there were perfect substitutes earnings would be linear with respect to hours. But if there are transactions costs that render workers imperfect substitutes for each other, there will be penalties from low hours depending on the value to the firm. A sparse framework will demonstrate these points and develop them further.

B. Framework to Understand the Nonlinear (Convex) Hours-Wages Relationship

Assume that each employee, $i$, invests in training (e.g., MBA, MD) only prior to the job and that the training is valuable in a hierarchy of positions, $j$. The positions can be separate occupations or they can be different varieties of the same occupation. Let $0 < \lambda \leq 1$ be the fraction of full-time employment worked by the employee or some metric concerning which hours are worked. Output, $Q$, for an employee is given by

$$Q = \begin{cases} 
\lambda_i k_j & \text{if } \lambda_i > \lambda_j^* \\
\lambda_i k_j \cdot (1 - \delta_j) & \text{if } \lambda_i \leq \lambda_j^* 
\end{cases},$$

where $k_j$ is output per unit time when time exceeds some amount, $\delta_j$ is the reduction in output because the employee works less than some amount in occupation $j$. The

---

Briscoe (2006, 2007) makes similar points about the ability of employees to “hand off” clients, the role of substitutes and temporal flexibility. Blair-Loy (2009) shows how information systems increased substitutability among discount stockbrokers whereas, ironically, traditional stockbrokers with ostensibly more flexibility in their schedules had greater client demands on their time.
setup given by (1) contains a discontinuity in productivity if the worker is absent more than some amount.

Several occupations or positions may exist among which individual $i$ can choose. To begin with, assume two positions exist such that $k_1 > k_2$ and that output is reduced when hours do not exceed some level such that $\delta_1 > \delta_2$. In addition, assume $k_1(1 - \delta_1) < k_2(1 - \delta_2)$ so that one occupation or work setting does not dominate the other. Now add a third position, $r$, characterized by linearity ($\delta_r = 0$) for which $k_r < k_2$. That position, which can be called the reservation occupation, will dominate the other two when $\lambda$ is sufficiently low. Also assume that $k_2(1 - \delta_2) < k_r$.

As shown in Figure 4, an employee will work in occupation 1 as long as $\lambda > \lambda_1^*$ and will then shift to occupation 2 at lower hours and finally to the reservation occupation when $\lambda < \lambda_2^*$. The relationship between output and hours, and thus between earnings and hours, is nonlinear (convex). On a per unit time basis the employee receives more in occupation 1 than 2 and more in occupation 2 than in the reservation occupation, $r$.

In the framework, the position with the highest slope is also the one with the highest penalty with regard to reduced hours. Rather than stay in that position, an employee who wants lower hours will shift to one that has a lower penalty but also a lower slope. If the level of hours that the worker wants is yet lower, then the worker will take the reservation job, which involves complete linearity with respect to hours.

Figure 4. A Theory of Occupational Pay Differences

Notes: Each of the lines gives the relationship between output, $Q$, in some occupation and the time input, $\lambda$, of a worker where $0 < \lambda \leq \lambda_{\text{max}}$. When the time input is reduced below some level, $\lambda^*$, output decreases discretely for occupations 1 and 2. Occupation $r$ has a linear relationship between time worked and earnings throughout. An individual who works between $\lambda_1^*$ and $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ will be in occupation 1, an individual between $\lambda_1^*$ and $\lambda_2^*$ will work in 2 and all others will work in $r$, if they remain in the labor force.

\[ Q = \begin{cases} \lambda_i k_j & \text{if } \lambda_i > \lambda_j^* \\ \lambda_i k_j \cdot (1 - \delta_j) & \text{if } \lambda_i \leq \lambda_j^* \end{cases} \]
The point of the framework is to emphasize that certain occupations impose heavy penalties on employees who want fewer hours and more flexible employment. The lower remuneration can result in shifts to an entirely different occupation or to a different position within an occupational hierarchy or to being out of the labor force altogether.

Illustrations of the framework will be useful. Lawyers, for example, constitute an occupational group, certainly one professional degree group. But an individual with a law degree can be partner in a large law firm in which there is a premium for working long and continuous hours. The same lawyer could, instead, be employed as general counsel and work fewer and more flexible hours. Finally, the lawyer can work in a small firm that allows short and discontinuous hours at no penalty. These can be thought of as position 1, position 2, and the reservation position in the framework. The remuneration of these lawyers, all of whom have the same formal education, would map out a nonlinear (convex) relationship of total earnings with respect to hours or to the flexibility of hours.27

Pharmacy, on the other hand, has nearly linear earnings with respect to time worked. Pharmacists who work more hours earn more, linearly. Those who are in managerial positions in a pharmacy earn more chiefly because they work more hours. Those who work part-time get paid less in a linear fashion.28

The explanation just provided for differences across occupations is more a part of personnel economics than human capital theory because the underlying notions are those of compensating differentials. Differences in pay arise because of productivity differences in the workplace, not because of inherent differences in human capital across workers. Some workers want the amenity of flexibility or of lower hours and some firms may find it cheaper to provide.

The framework just outlined can be viewed as the micro-foundations of a compensating differentials model.29 Individuals place different values on the amenity “temporal flexibility,” and firms or sectors face different costs in providing the amenity. The framework gives reasons why there are different costs and how they might change.30

IV. Occupational Differences from O*Net Characteristics

Do the notions of the framework have explanatory power regarding the estimated gender gaps for the 95 occupations previously identified and classified by group? To explore the relationship between the residual gender earning gap and occupational features I have used detailed occupation descriptions from O*Net online.31

O*Net lists hundreds of separate characteristics grouped in seven categories. The two categories most relevant for the issues at hand are “work context” (57 characteristics) and “work activities” (41 characteristics). Five characteristics seem most

---

27 See Bertrand, Goldin, and Katz (2010) and the sections below on MBAs and lawyers.
28 See Goldin and Katz (2013) and the section below on pharmacists.
29 The classic article on compensating differentials is Rosen (1986).
30 Goldin and Katz (2011, 2013) set forth a compensating differentials model with predictions for changes in the gender gap with shifts in the costs of providing the amenity and in preferences for the amenity.
31 Occupation characteristics in O*Net, the Department of Labor’s Occupational Information Network, are comprehensively used by Acemoglu and Autor (2011) to identify tasks.
relevant to features of the model and are listed in the notes to Table 2. These characteristics reflect time pressure, the need for workers to be around at particular times, the flexibility of the occupation with regard to scheduling, the groups and workers the employee must regularly keep in touch with, and the degree to which the worker has close substitutes.

Each of the O*Net characteristics has been normalized to have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. I group the technology and science occupations together and compare the values of the five characteristics with those for occupations in business, health, and law, the largest and also the highest paying of the “other” occupations.

Because there are about twice as many O*Net occupations than Census occupations, the first task was to match occupations across the two sources. In most cases the difference was simply that O*Net occupations are cross-referenced by industry.

A multitude of characteristics regarding abilities, knowledge, skills, and work values exist, although none seemed to relate to the concepts of the model. A few potentially relevant job features had ambiguities. For example, “work with work group or team” could refer to teams of substitutes (independent workers) or teams of complements (interdependent workers). Similarly, “face-to-face discussions” had a team component that was ambiguous.
The O*Net characteristic levels were then weighted by the relative number of individuals in the O*Net occupations to get the characteristic values for the Census occupations, for which the residual gender gaps had been computed.

As can be seen in Table 2, technology and science occupations score far below the others on each of the five measures and in some cases the differences are almost one standard deviation lower. That is to say, in comparison with business occupations those in technology and science have far greater time flexibility, fewer client and worker contacts, fewer working relationships with others, more independence in determining tasks, and more specific projects with less discretion over them. Each of these characteristics should produce a more linear relationship between hours and earnings and the greater linearity should produce a lower residual difference in earnings by sex.

The characteristics help differentiate the business from the technology and science occupations rather well. They do not always capture differences between the health professions and others. For one, they do not capture the time demands among the self-employed and many in the higher paid health occupations (e.g., dentist, podiatrist, physician, and veterinarian) have substantial rates of ownership. But they do pick up the fact that most health professionals have considerable contact with clients, have enormous discretion, and make decisions affecting the lives of others.33 Within the “other” category, lawyers are clearly at the high end of the characteristics with considerable contact, time pressure, structure, and discretion.

The scatter plot of the simple mean of the O*Net characteristics for each of the 95 high-income occupations against the mean (adjusted) gender earning gap for each occupation among college graduates (full-time, year-round workers) is given in Figure 5. The relationship is clearly negative with a correlation coefficient of −0.463. A higher value for the characteristics is associated with a lower ratio of (adjusted) female to male earnings (a larger negative value for the log of the gender gap). In addition, the characteristics also pick up some of the within group variance. The relationship is strongest for time pressure, contact with others, and freedom to make decisions, but is also reasonable for establishing and maintaining interpersonal relationships and structured versus unstructured work.

**V. Evidence on Nonlinear Pay and the Gender Gap in Earnings**

I have thus far established that the gender gap in pay is small at the start of employment but greatly increases with age (even correcting for hours and weeks in a national sample) and that it significantly differs by occupation. I have also shown using the O*Net data that characteristics of work settings are associated with the (adjusted) gender gap in pay such that work environments that require more interactions or have more time pressure, for example, are those with larger gender earning gaps.

Another hint at what must be in the last chapter can be gleaned by adding a (log hours × occupation) interaction to the regression containing the occupation

---

33 The flexibility in some of the health fields is not captured well in the aggregate O*Net characteristics. An important outlier here is pharmacy, which I will discuss in detail. But the regression in Figure 5 is almost no different if the health occupations are excluded.
and log hours main effects. The interaction of log hours and occupation allows the relationship between hours and earnings to differ for each occupation. The computed elasticity of annual income with respect to weekly hours for each occupation is graphed in Figure 3 against the residual gender pay gap for college graduates from Figure 2, part B.34 There is a clear negative association between the residual gender earnings gap and the elasticity of annual earnings with respect to weekly hours. Occupations with higher elasticities have more negative log earnings gender gaps.

The largest elasticities are for business occupations and the smallest are for technology, science and health occupations. In fact, almost half of the business occupations have a computed elasticity that exceeds one, as does law. The business occupation with the lowest elasticity is that of financial examiner, an occupation often found in the federal and state government settings. Only one of the science and technology occupations has an elasticity of earnings with respect to hours that exceeds one and it is that of actuary.

As I will later demonstrate using data on occupations in business and law, the impact of hours on the gender gap is large and goes far to explain much of the gender

34 The computed elasticities will be biased downward in part because of measurement error with regard to weekly hours.
earnings gap. Individuals who work long hours in these occupations receive a disproportionate increase in earnings. That is, the elasticity of earnings with respect to hours worked is greater than one.

In previous work, Katz and I (2008b) demonstrated that among Harvard College graduates, the penalty to time out of the labor market differs greatly by occupation. Among those who received their BAs around 1990, a 10 percent hiatus in employment time 15 years after the BA, thus amounting to an 18-month break, was associated with a decrease in earnings of 41 percent for those with an MBA, 29 percent for those with a JD or a PhD, and 15 percent for those with an MD. In addition, the reduction in earnings from time off for MDs was linear in lost experience but was discrete (nonlinear) for MBAs. Any time off for MBAs is heavily penalized. We also found that MDs and PhDs took the shortest non-work spells after a birth and MBAs took the longest. That is, those with the greatest penalty to time out also took the most time out, largely because their jobs did not enable shorter or more flexible schedules.

In this section I expand on these findings and explore the widening gender gap in pay with age and differences in the gender gap by occupation using data sets specific to occupations and degrees. I will demonstrate that some occupations have high penalties for even small amounts of time out of the labor force and have nonlinear earnings with respect to hours worked. Other occupations, however, have small penalties for time out and almost linear earnings with respect to hours worked. In the first group of occupations are individuals who have earned an MBA or a JD. In the second group—the occupations with lower penalties for time out and the more linear ones—is one in the health sector (pharmacy).

The data sets I use are for fairly uniform groups of men and women who have received the same advanced degree or work in the same occupation. The information on job experience and time worked is highly detailed. The gender gap in annual earnings for the JDs and MBAs, although large by year 15, is almost entirely explained by various factors, such as hours worked, time out of the labor force, and years spent in part-time employment. Small differences in time away or in hours translate into large differences in pay. Nonlinearities in pay with respect to time worked can be seen. For the pharmacists, however, hours worked is also of importance in explaining gender differences in pay but earnings are fairly linear in time worked and time out of the labor force is of less importance to contemporaneous pay. In fact, because part-time work is prevalent in pharmacy, women do not take off much time.

A. Business (MBA): Nonlinear Occupations

At the start of their careers, earnings by gender are almost identical among MBAs graduating from the University of Chicago Booth School from 1990 to 2006. But
after five years, a 30 log point difference in annual earnings develops and at 10 to 16 years after the MBA, the gender gap in earnings grows to 60 log points (that is, women earn 55 percent what men do). Three factors explain 84 percent of the gap. Training prior to MBA receipt, (e.g., finance courses, GPA) accounts for 24 percent. Career interruptions and job experience account for 30 percent, and differences in weekly hours are the remaining 30 percent. Importantly, about two-thirds of the total penalty from job interruptions is due to taking any time out. At 10 to 16 years from MBA receipt, 23 percent of University of Chicago Booth School MBA women who are in the labor force work part-time and, interestingly, more than half of those working part-time employ themselves. Around 17 percent are not currently employed and 60 percent work full-time (51 percent do of those with children). Cumulative time not working is about one year for all women 10 to 16 years after the MBA. Not surprisingly, children are the main contributors to women’s labor supply changes. Women with children work 24 percent fewer hours per week than men or than women without children. The impact of children on female labor supply differs strongly by spousal income. MBA moms with high-earning spouses have labor force rates that are 18.5 percentage points lower than those with lesser-earnings spouses. They work 19 percent fewer hours per week (when working) than those with spouses below the high-income level. The impact of higher income husbands may be a pure income effect but it more likely results from a combination of an income and a substitution effect in which the family requires some parental home time and the high-flyer husband offers little. Another important result is that the impact of a birth on labor supply grows over time in an individual, fixed-effects estimation. A year after a first birth, women’s hours, conditional on working, are reduced by 17 percent and their participation by 13 percentage points. But three to four years later, hours decline by 24 percent and participation by 18 percentage points. Some MBA moms try to stay in the fast lane but ultimately find it is unworkable. The increased impact years after the first birth, moreover, is not due to the effect of additional births. Part-time work in the corporate sector is uncommon and part-timers are often self-employed (more than half are at 10 to 16 years out). Differences in career interruptions and hours worked by sex are not large, but the corporate and financial sectors impose heavy penalties on deviation from the norm. Some female MBAs with children, especially those with high earning husbands, find the trade-offs too steep and leave or engage in self-employment. In sum, the appeal of an MBA for women is large—incomes are substantial even if they are far lower than those of their male peers. But some women with children find the inflexibility of the work insurmountable.

---

38 Annual earnings exceeding $200K, in US$2006, are used for the high-earning spouses. About 22 percent of MBA moms are not in the labor force at 10 to 16 years out.  
39 MBA mothers with high-income spouses, it should be noted, are not negatively selected on initial earnings, hours, and MBA performance. If anything, they are positively selected.
The gender gap in earnings between male and female JDs, graduating from the University of Michigan Law School from 1982 to 1991, is nil at the start of employment. The gap is small and insignificant at year 5, after controlling for hours, weeks and time off, as can be seen in Table 3, columns 1 to 3. But as in the case of the MBAs the gap balloons to around 55 log points by year 15 in a longitudinal sample. 

Table 3—Earnings Equations for JDs: University of Michigan Law School Alumni Survey, Longitudinal Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable: log (annual earnings)</th>
<th>log (hourly fee)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year 5</td>
<td>Year 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>−0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0262)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log(hours per week)</td>
<td>0.757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0497)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log(weeks per year)</td>
<td>0.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0771)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in current job</td>
<td>0.0423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00615)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years not employed by year t</td>
<td>−0.379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0545)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years part-time by year t</td>
<td>−0.244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0339)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time off, BA to law school</td>
<td>−0.0283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00800)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dummy variables</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law school performance</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey year</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing job experience</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing weeks per year</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0161)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>1,449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Regression sample includes individuals working > 9 hours per week in the given year. Law school performance includes law school GPA at graduation and whether on law review. Sample for columns 7 and 8 is restricted to those working in law firms who reported an hourly fee. Weights are the inverse of the predicted values from a probit regression on whether the survey was returned using a set of predetermined variables such as law school GPA. Standard errors are in parentheses.

Source: University of Michigan Law School Alumni Survey Research Dataset, Longitudinal Sample for individuals graduating from 1982 to 1991 who returned both the 5-year and 15-year surveys.

B. Law (JD): Nonlinear Occupations

The gender gap in earnings between male and female JDs, graduating from the University of Michigan Law School from 1982 to 1991, is nil at the start of employment. The gap is small and insignificant at year 5, after controlling for hours, weeks and time off, as can be seen in Table 3, columns 1 to 3.40 But as in the case of the MBAs the gap balloons to around 55 log points by year 15 in a longitudinal sample.

40The University of Michigan Alumni Survey Research Dataset is used, which includes alumni surveys from 1967 through 2006 for persons graduating from 1952 to 2001 together with administrative data on each alumnus. The surveys were sent to classes 5, 15, 25, 35, and 45 years after receiving their JD. Because response rates for the cross-section data are high (in the 60 percent range), surveys were later linked, where possible, to create a longitudinal dataset. The information used here is from the longitudinal data linking individuals from graduation to years 5 and 15. See Wood, Corcoran, and Courant (1993) for similar work using a much earlier form of the cross-section data and Noonan, Corcoran, and Courant (2005) for work that uses the more recent longitudinal samples.
The remaining gap at year 15 is reduced to around 22 log points when time worked during the year is included and to 13 log points once work absences and job tenure are added (columns 5 and 6). Of great importance with regard to the issues raised here is that annual earnings are clearly nonlinear (convex) with respect to hours in year 15 but not in year 5. At year 15 the coefficient on log hours in the log earnings regression is significantly greater than one and that finding is robust to various specifications. In the column 5 specification with law school performance and weeks, the coefficient on log hours is 1.34. It drops to 1.162 when job tenure, years out of the labor force, and years in part-time employment are added. But the precise position chosen and thus the slope of earnings with respect to weekly hours are determined by factors (e.g., children) that in turn influence job interruptions and prior part-time work. The framework necessitates a homogeneous group of individuals by training and those are given here by the precise law school, performance in law school, completion of the JD, and time since degree (15 years).

Because those who work in law firms usually report their hourly billing rate or fee (about 90 percent do), columns 7 and 8 also include the relationship between hours and the hourly fee reported. That, too, displays nonlinearity (convexity). The more hours worked, the higher the hourly fee reported.

The nonlinearity of annual earnings with respect to hours worked and the relationship between hourly earnings and hours are graphed in Figure 6 together with characteristics of the JDs in each of four hour-intervals used (10–34, 35–44, 45–54, and 55+ hours). The annual earnings graph bears a striking resemblance to the representation of the framework in Figure 4. The nonlinearity of annual earnings with respect to hours worked is clear.

The fraction female at 15 years is 0.288, but the fraction female decreases as hours increase from 0.826 for the 0 to 34 hours group to 0.182 for the 55 hours plus group. The fraction of women who have children at 15 years out also decreases as hours increase from 0.852 for the lowest hours bin to 0.536 for the highest. As hours worked increase so does firm size and fraction partner, while the incidence of solo practice decreases. Of some interest with respect to why nonlinearities in pay arise with respect to hours worked, among JDs who work in a law firm twice the fraction of time by the average lawyer is spent representing a Fortune 500 company in the highest hours bin than in the smallest hours bin. Similarly, the fraction of time representing “rich” people increases substantially (from about 0.025 to 0.09) when a lawyer shifts from working part-time to full-time.

As in the case of MBAs, the reason for the reduction in hours of work at 15 years out is largely due to the arrival of children. And also similar to the MBA case is that the decrease in participation is due to an interaction between children and the income of the spouse. About 16.5 percent of JD women, and 21 percent of those with children of any age, are not in the labor force by year 15.

Spousal income is an important determinant of who stays and who leaves employment at year 15. JD women with children who are married to men in the upper 30 percent of the earnings distribution (more than $200K per year, in US$2007) have

---

41 The gender gap is less than 10 log points if making partner by year 15 or remaining in a law firm from year 5 to year 15 is included.
lower participation rates than JD women married to lower-income husbands or who do not have children but are married to a high-income husband. Using the high-income cutoff for the husbands of female JDs reveals that 21.6 percent of those with children are not in the labor force at 15 years but that 10.4 percent are not in the
labor force for those with lower income husbands. There are, however, almost no differences among those with no children. Almost none of those women, independent of the income of their husbands, is out of the labor force.

Leaving the labor force for women with a JD appears to involve an interaction of spousal income and the presence of children. The reasons would seem the same as offered for the MBAs. Children require a modicum of parental time, high-income husbands provide little of it, and part-time work for JDs is insufficiently remunerative for some to remain employed.

C. Pharmacy: A Linear Occupation

The occupation of pharmacist is an excellent example of one that has fairly linear earnings with respect to hours worked and a negligible penalty to time out of the labor force. Managers of pharmacies get paid more because they work more hours. Female pharmacists with children get paid less because they work fewer hours. Pharmacists, particularly women, often work part-time. But there is no part-time penalty.

Pharmacy is a high income occupation—the eighth highest for men and third highest for women—that, in recent decades, has required a specialized six-year combined BS-doctoral degree. I will briefly summarize the findings from a study of the pharmacy profession by Goldin and Katz (2013) that uses, primarily, data from the National Pharmacist Workforce Surveys for 2000, 2004, and 2009.

Most pharmacists today work for non-independent retailers, mainly large chains, or in hospitals—about 75 percent do. But four decades ago around 25 percent were employed in these sectors. Self-ownership and employment by independent pharmacies declined greatly in the interim.

At the same time, women have increased their numbers in the profession. They are now about 55 percent of all active pharmacists and 65 percent of new hires. Women were always a reasonable fraction of pharmacists. Before the large increase in retail chain employment, women were often the part-time assistants of male pharmacists who managed their own pharmacies.

Today the occupation has among the lowest gender earnings gaps among high-earning occupations. The (unadjusted) ratio of earnings for female to male full-time, full-year pharmacists is 0.85 whereas it was 0.60 in 1970. The hours-adjusted ratio is from 0.93 to 0.95.

Several changes in the pharmacy profession have been responsible for the increase of female to male earnings. The first is the decrease in self-ownership and the rise of large corporation and hospital employment. As corporate ownership and hospital employment increased, the portion of earnings that came from self-employment decreased. The ratio of the (time-adjusted) earnings of female to male pharmacists,
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42 As in the case of the MBAs, JD women with high-income spouses who are not in the labor force at 15 years are not negatively selected on the basis of observables and, if anything, are positively selected. The calculation uses the cross-section sample to increase sample size.
43 Künn-Nelen, De Grip, and Fouarge (2013) demonstrate greater firm productivity in pharmacy with an increase in part-time work using data from the Netherlands.
44 Goldin and Katz (2013), table 1 for the time trends and table 3, column 2 and 3 for the adjusted ratios.
in consequence, increased as the rents from ownership decreased and because men were disproportionately the owners.

The second change involves decreased costs to flexible employment in pharmacy. Pharmacists have become better substitutes for each other with the increased standardization of procedures and drugs. The extensive use of computer systems that track clients across pharmacies, insurance companies, and physicians mean that any licensed pharmacist knows a client’s needs as well as any other. If a pharmacist is assisting a customer and takes a break, another can seamlessly step in. In consequence, there is little change in productivity for short-hour workers and for those with labor force breaks. Other factors mentioned in the O*Net section are also of importance. For example, there is less need for interdependent teams in pharmacy and for extensive contact with other employees.45

Female pharmacists have fairly high labor force participation rates and only a small fraction have substantial interruptions from employment. Rather than taking off time, female pharmacists with children go on part-time schedules. In fact, more than 40 percent of female pharmacists with children work part-time from the time they are in their early thirties to about 50 years old. Male pharmacists work around 45 hours a week, about nine hours more than the average female pharmacist.

The position of pharmacist became among the most egalitarian of all professions today. The facts in Goldin and Katz (2013) are consistent with the labor market effects of changes in technology and in the structure of the industry. They are less consistent with change stemming from an increase in the demand for family-friendly workplace amenities. In addition, the changes do not appear to have resulted from legislation or anti-discrimination policy or licensing requirements or regulations specific to the pharmacy profession. Rather, a host of structural changes outside the realm of the labor market (e.g., increased economies of scale in pharmacies, standardization of drugs, computer use, linked records through insurers) increased the demand for pharmacists and reorganized work in ways that have made pharmacy a more family-friendly and female-welcoming profession.

VI. What the Last Chapter Must Contain

The reasoning of this essay is as follows. A gender gap in earnings exists today that greatly expands with age, to some point, and differs significantly by occupation. The gap is much lower than it had once been and the decline has been largely due to an increase in the productive human capital of women relative to men. Education at all levels increased for women relative to men and the fields that women pursue in college and beyond shifted to the more remunerative and career-oriented ones. Job experience of women also expanded with increased labor force participation. The portion of the difference in earnings by gender that was once due to differences in productive characteristics has largely been eliminated.

What, then, is the cause of the remaining pay gap? Quite simply the gap exists because hours of work in many occupations are worth more when given at particular moments and when the hours are more continuous. That is, in many occupations

45 The O*Net characteristic “establishing and maintaining interpersonal relationships” for pharmacists is among the lowest in the health group.
earnings have a nonlinear relationship with respect to hours. A flexible schedule often comes at a high price, particularly in the corporate, financial, and legal worlds.

A compensating differentials model explains wage differences by the costs of flexibility. The framework developed here shows why there are higher or lower costs of time flexibility and the underlying causes of nonlinearity of earnings with respect to time worked. Much has to do with the presence of good substitutes for individual workers when there are sufficiently low transactions costs of relaying information. Evidence from O*Net on occupational characteristics demonstrates that certain features of occupations that create time demands and reduce the degree of substitution across workers are associated with larger gender earnings gaps.

Data for MBAs and JDs shows large increases in gender pay gaps with time since graduation and also reveals the relationship between the increasing gender pay gap and the desire for time flexibility due to the arrival of children. Lower hours mean lower earnings in a nonlinear (convex) fashion. Lower potential earnings, particularly among those with higher-earning spouses, often means lower labor force participation. Pharmacists, on the other hand, have pay that is more linear with respect to hours of work. Female pharmacists with children often work part-time and remain in the labor force rather than exiting.

What must be in this chapter for it to be the last? The last chapter must be concerned with how worker time is allocated, used and remunerated and it must involve a reduction in the dependence of remuneration on particular segments of time. It must involve greater independence and autonomy for certain types of workers and the ability of workers to substitute seamlessly for each other. Flexibility at work has become a prized benefit but flexibility is of less value if it comes at a high price in terms of earnings. The various types of temporal flexibility require changes in the structure of work so that their cost is reduced.

There are many occupations and sectors that have moved in the direction of less costly flexibility. Firms in many sectors, including healthcare, retail sales, banking, brokerage, and real estate, are making their employees better substitutes for each other and trying to convince their clients of that.

When clients perceive there is a greater degree of substitutability among workers, a more linear payment schedule emerges. Pharmacists are now better substitutes for each other than they once were and their earnings are fairly linear with regard to time worked. Larger scale in healthcare has enabled teamwork that has freed physicians from irregular and long hours. Most small veterinary practices no longer have weekend, night, and emergency hours and, instead, have clients use the increasing number of large regional veterinary hospitals. Self-employment has declined in a large number of professions the past several decades including dentists, lawyers, optometrists, pharmacists, physicians, and veterinarians. The decline has produced a reduction in the premium to long and unpredictable hours.

Some changes have occurred organically, often due to economies of scale (as in the cases of physicians, pharmacists and veterinarians), some changes have been prompted by employee pressure (as in the case of various physician specialties such as pediatricians), and other changes have occurred because firms want to reduce

\(^{46}\)See, for example, Briscoe (2006, 2007) on physicians and Blair-Loy (2009) on brokerage firms.
labor costs. Not all positions can be changed. There will always be 24/7 positions with on-call, all-the-time employees and managers, including many CEOs, trial lawyers, merger-and-acquisition bankers, surgeons, and the US Secretary of State. But, that said, the list of positions that can be changed is considerable.

What the last chapter must contain for gender equality is not a zero sum game in which women gain and men lose. This matter is not just a woman’s issue. Many workers will benefit from greater flexibility, although those who do not value the amenity will likely lose from its lower price. The rapidly growing sectors of the economy and newer industries and occupations, such as those in health and information technologies, appear to be moving in the direction of more flexibility and greater linearity of earnings with respect to time worked. The last chapter needs other sectors to follow their lead.
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